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Thermal annealing experiments evidence opposite effect on the degradation kinetics of Cu/W nano-multilayers 
from compressive to tensile in-plane strain. Besides higher activation energy, nano-multilayers with tensile 
strains degrade to nanocomposites faster than those with compressive strains. By assuming a vacancy-driven 
diffusion mechanism of degradation, we applied ab initio calculations to quantify different contributions to 
the corresponding diffusion coefficients in relation to in-plane strain. The average vacancy formation energy 
increases as the strain changes from compressive to tensile, which explains the higher experimental activation 
energy. The bulk in-plane and out-of-plane vacancy migration energies and corresponding diffusion prefactors 
highlight that enhanced transformation rate under tension can be explained by the segregation of non-
equilibrium W vacancies to Cu/W interfaces. These theoretical insights are grounded in and serve to interpret 
the experimental observations, offering a coherent understanding of the strain-dependent thermal degradation 
kinetics.
The immiscible copper/tungsten (Cu/W) system has attracted at-
tention in the scientific community in the last years because of the 
combination of the good electrical and thermal properties of Cu with the 
excellent mechanical properties of W [1–4]. This finds multiple appli-
cations as heat sinks in electronic devices, nuclear fusion components, 
or packaging components [3,5]. Due to the complete immiscibility be-
tween Cu and W, interface effects play an important role in these 
structures and the resulting mechanical, optical, magnetic, thermal, and 
electronic properties of the system can be tailored through microstruc-
tural and interfacial design [4]. The interface structure in immiscible 
fcc/bcc metallic systems is complex and still not well understood [6,7], 
but it plays a decisive role in the properties and stability of Cu/W nano-
multilayers (NMLs) [2]. In the Cu/W system, the origin and structure of 
the interfaces have been controversial for many years in the literature 
[8–11,7]. In NMLs, interfaces account for a significant volume fraction 
of the material [5], so their study is crucial to understand the proper-
ties of the NMLs. The design of Cu/W NMLs combining nanometer-size 
layers amplifies the characteristics of the heterogeneous interfaces and 
produces structures with unique properties, different from those of the 
corresponding bulk materials. The high excess energy associated with 
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the presence of interfaces affects the thermal properties and the ther-
mal stability of NMLs, which are highly technological relevant. The 
presence of large interface stresses [4] affects the chemical proper-
ties of the interfaces and promotes the diffusion of Cu atoms [12]. At 
high temperatures (700 °C), the microstructure stability can be strongly 
compromised by the thermodynamic driving force to minimize the en-
ergies of internal boundaries, such as high-energetical grain boundaries 
(GB). Upon annealing, grooving of GB is a possible way to minimize 
the internal energy. This brings to the transformation of the NML into 
a nanocomposite (NC) [13,14]. Prior to NML degradation, i.e., in the 
temperature range of 400 – 600 °C, the Cu/W NML system first releases 
the accommodated residual stresses in the Cu and W nanolayers (while 
maintaining the multilayer structure) [15]. The activation energy of the 
degradation process into NC has been found experimentally to be rate 
limited by W mobility along GB and interphase boundaries [14]. The 
internal stress and interface defects have an important role in determin-
ing the activation energy of NML degradation. For example, in-plane 
compressive residual stress and defects induced by ion beam deposition 
result in low thermal stability. Moreover, the mechanism driving to the 
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Fig. 1. SEM cross sections of a NML before (top) and after (bottom) NC trans-
formation.

complete degradation of the layered structure was identified to be the 
thermally activated self-interstitial and vacancy diffusion [16].

The different residual and interface stress states in NMLs can be 
achieved by tuning structural parameters, e.g., Cu and W layer thick-
nesses and substrate material, or process parameters, such as chamber 
gas pressure, magnetron power, temperature, etc. All these parame-
ters allow for creating NMLs with different as-deposited in-plane stress 
states and microstructure that can influence both thermal stability and 
NML-to-NC transformation rates [17,18]. The internal stress and the as-
sociated microstructure [19] are found to influence most the observed 
NML to NC degradation. In this work, we investigated the effect of 
the in-plane stress on the activation energy and degradation kinetics of 
Cu/W NML into NC. The internal stress tuning was achieved by chang-
ing the working pressure during the sputtering growth while all the 
other parameters (e.g., thickness, substrate and temperature) were kept 
constant. Key elements for understanding the dynamics of nanoscale 
diffusion including vacancy-driven diffusion mechanism of degradation 
are computed by ab initio calculations.

An example of NML-to-NC transformation under annealing is shown 
in Fig. 1 where after treatment at 800 °C in vacuum for 100 min, the pe-
riodic NML structure is destroyed. To understand the effect of in-plane 
stress on the degradation of Cu/W NMLs, we performed a series of in situ
high-temperature XRD experiments with NMLs prepared under two dif-
ferent processing conditions, leading to opposite in-plane stress states, 
i.e., tensile and compressive [17]. The details of the deposition, an-
nealing experiments and the in-plane stress values are provided in the 
Supplementary Materials, and the final results are summarized in Fig. 2. 
Each point in this graph is derived from the decay rate, 𝑘, of the XRD 
satellite peak corresponding to Cu/W multilayer structure (same pro-
cedure used in [14]), in relation to the initial compressive (blue) and 
tensile (red) residual stresses in NMLs. The presence of modulated XRD 
intensity oscillations, giving rise to the so-called satellite peaks, is typi-
cal for a periodic nanolayered structure along the 𝑧 axis. When a NML 
transforms upon annealing into a NC, satellite peaks disappear leav-
ing only single peaks of the component materials: Cu(111) and W(110). 
By following the decay of the satellite integrated intensity with time at 
high temperature, we can derive the NML-to-NC transformation rate, 𝑘, 
for different isothermal treatments [14]. The details of this procedure 
are provided in Supplementary Materials. Fig. 2 represents the Arrhe-
nius plot in relation to the annealing temperature, allowing us to extract 
the corresponding activation energy for the NML degradation process. 
Interestingly, the activation energy for samples with tensile in-plane 
stresses is more than 1 eV higher than for samples with compressive 
stresses, and still, the transformation rate to NC is substantially higher 
for samples with tensile stress.

To make a first crack at this puzzle, we will further interpret the ex-
2

perimental observations assuming interface vacancy-driven NML degra-
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Fig. 2. Arrhenius plot for the activation energy of NC transformation for com-
pressive and tensile NMLs. (For interpretation of the colors in the figure(s), the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

dation kinetics, as the atomic shuffling diffusion mechanism is highly 
unlikely at the experimental temperatures that are well below the melt-
ing point of Cu and W. Generally, vacancies play an essential role in the 
kinetic, thermodynamic, electrical, optical, and mechanical properties 
of solids [20]. In particular, interfacial vacancies can strongly affect dif-
fusion at the interfaces, changing their local atomic density, structure, 
and energy [21–23]. At the same time, heterogeneous interfaces and 
grain boundaries can act both as vacancy sources and sinks depending 
on the vacancy saturation levels in the bulk phases [23].

Ab initio calculations were successfully applied in the past to char-
acterize vacancy-driven atomic transport in the metastable Cu/W com-
posites [24,25]. Thus, we use density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions in the CP2K code [26] to investigate the formation and migration 
of vacancies at different in-plane strain states in bulk Cu and W, as 
well as their interfaces. Our DFT calculations were based on the Gaus-
sian and plane wave (GPW) method [27] with the plane wave cutoff 
at 500 Ry and the Goedecker–Teter–Hutter pseudopotential [28]. The 
Cu(111)/W(110) interfaces are studied in this work as they have been 
observed with the highest frequency in experiments [29,15]. The sim-
ulation box containing 245 Cu atoms and 200 W atoms under periodic 
boundary conditions was generated with the CellMatch code [30] to 
minimize the residual in-plane mismatch between Cu and W blocks to 
0.7%. Due to the large (∼ 23%) lattice mismatch between Cu and W 
[25], no misfit dislocations are expected to form at the fully incoher-
ent Cu/W interfaces. Fig. 3a shows the reference state of the bilayer 
after DFT supercell relaxation to zero stress in all directions, balancing 
residual in-plane stress in each layer with the interface stress. Such a 
bilayer system is further considered as the 0 strain reference sample, 
even though in-plane strain in adjunct Cu and W layers are non-zero 
due to an initial mismatch of 0.7% mostly isolated in the Cu layer. We 
studied the effect of in-plain strain equally applied in all directions par-
allel to the interface on the vacancy formation energy at the interfacial 
Cu and W planes. The calculation procedure is explained in detail in 
Supplementary Materials.

Fig. 3b shows the vacancy formation energy distribution in the in-
terfacial Cu/W planes at zero applied strain. The energy of vacancy 
formation varies randomly depending on the lattice site from which the 
atom is removed, due to the complete incoherence of the interface, i.e., 
the absence of misfit dislocations and stacking faults. Because of the 
extreme difference in Cu and W vacancy formation energies in some 
areas of the interface, some W vacancy sites get occupied by neigh-
boring Cu atoms, indicating barrierless migration of W vacancy to the 
Cu plane (see Supplementary Video S1). Such a move would introduce 
some degree of intermixing at the interface, which seems to be more 
energetically favorable than keeping such vacancies at the W plane. We 
provide Supplementary Videos to show the movement of atoms during 

W vacancy relaxation to illustrate these observations. However, the bar-
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Fig. 3. (a) Simulation box used in the study of interface properties in Cu(111)/W(110) NMLs. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all directions. (b) 
Vacancy formation energies of interfacial atoms in the Cu/W bilayer shown in (a) replicated 2 × 2 times in the direction perpendicular to the interface, under no 
applied in-plane strain (𝜖 = 0%). (c) Vacancy formation energies of interfacial Cu atoms in the Cu/W bilayer shown in (a) under different applied in-plane strains 
(𝜖), compared with bulk values. (d) Distribution of vacancy formation energies to create a single vacancy at the interfacial W plane, compared with the value in 
bulk, at different in-plane strains.
rierless migration of the W vacancy to the Cu side is an exception rather 
than the rule. The more common relaxation mechanism is the nearest 
Cu atom moving towards the vacancy and stopping near halfway, essen-
tially delocalizing the vacancy between Cu and W planes and distorting 
the positions of the nearest neighbors at the interface. This can be in-
terpreted as a possible mechanism of Cu/W interface disordering.

Moving forward to the effect of the in-plane strain, we computed the 
distributions of vacancy formation energies at the interfacial Cu and W 
planes for -5% and -3% compressive strains, as well as +3% and +5% 
tensile strains, and added the corresponding figures similar to Fig. 3b 
as the Supplementary Fig. S3. At all strains including zero strain, the 
interfacial vacancy formation energies are characterized by wide dis-
tributions and scattering in values rather randomly over the interface 
area. To characterize such distributions in statistical terms, we also com-
puted mean, median, minimum, and maximum values separately for Cu 
and W, and reported them in Supplementary Table 1. Figs. 3c and 3d
demonstrate complete distributions together with the mean values in 
each distribution, as well as the corresponding bulk values, i.e., the va-
cancy formation energies in pure Cu and W at the same level of in-plane 
strain. For all strains tested, the mean interfacial Cu values are similar 
to those of the bulk Cu, whereas the mean and generally all interfacial 
W values are substantially lower than the corresponding bulk W val-
ues. Thus, we can expect interface segregation of non-equilibrium W 
vacancies to and across the interface at any in-plane strain.

In common for both Cu and W, the vacancy formation energy gen-
erally increases with increasing in-plane strain, meaning that vacancy 
formation is more favorable under compression, both in the bulk and 
at the interface. Furthermore, under extreme compressive stresses, va-
cancy formation at certain interfacial sites is energetically favorable 
3

even at 0 K, as indicated by their negative energy values. The formation 
of vacancies under compressive stress is promoted because the resulting 
free volume added to the system relaxes its excess strain energy. As the 
vacancy formation energy is part of the activation energy for vacancy-
driven diffusion, this trend explains well our experimental observations, 
i.e., the increasing activation energy while moving from compressive to 
tensile stress in Fig. 2.

To understand why the transformation rate to nanocomposites is 
orders of magnitude higher for tensile stresses than for compressive 
stresses besides the lower activation energy for the latter, we have 
to consider the mobility of non-equilibrium vacancies created in the 
multilayers during the deposition process. The bulk vacancy diffusion 
coefficient is proportional to:

𝐷 ∝𝐷0 ⋅ exp
(
−

𝐸𝑚
𝑣

𝑘𝐵𝑇

)
≡𝐾, (1)

where 𝐸𝑚
𝑣

is migration energy, 𝐷0 is the diffusion prefactor, 𝑘𝐵 is 
Boltzmann constant, and 𝑇 is temperature in the system. Here, 𝐾 can 
characterize the directional mobility of supersaturated vacancies in the 
system. When a vacancy is introduced into the bulk Cu and W DFT 
supercells, we introduce substantially high vacancy concentrations of 
around 0.7% for Cu and 0.6% for W. By calculating the corresponding 
energies and prefactors of bulk vacancy migration in the direction per-
pendicular to the straining direction, we can characterize segregation 
kinetics of such supersaturated vacancies towards Cu/W interfaces in 
the Cu/W nano-multilayers. The computational details for such calcu-
lations are provided in Supplementary Materials, and the final results 
are provided in Table 1 with the 𝐾 factor predicted for 1050 K cor-
responding to the overlapping temperature in Fig. 2 i.e., the highest 
temperature for the tensile samples and the lowest temperature for the 

compressive samples (∼ 775◦C). As first, we can notice is how little all 
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Table 1

Computed vacancy migration energies 𝐸𝑚
𝑣

, diffusion prefactors 𝐷0 , and direc-
tional mobility factor 𝐾 in bulk Cu and W when the vacancy moves perpendic-
ular to the applied in-plane strain 𝜖.

𝜖 [%] 𝐸𝑚
𝑣

[eV] 𝐷0 [m2/s] 𝐾 (1050 K) [m2/s]

Cu W Cu W Cu W

-3 0.82 2.39 1.66 ⋅ 10−5 1.02 ⋅ 10−5 1.94 ⋅ 10−9 3.44 ⋅ 10−17

0 0.82 2.08 1.32 ⋅ 10−5 1.46 ⋅ 10−5 1.53 ⋅ 10−9 1.52 ⋅ 10−15

+3 0.73 1.07 1.37 ⋅ 10−5 1.38 ⋅ 10−5 4.29 ⋅ 10−9 1.01 ⋅ 10−10
quantities change for Cu so that even extreme variation of strain from 
-3 to 3% does not change the order of magnitude of 𝐾 , which reinforces 
the idea that Cu diffusion does not affect the nano-multilayer degrada-
tion process in any way. Contrary to that, 𝐾 factor for W is varying by 
7 orders of magnitude in this strain range with more variation coming 
under tension. As the corresponding prefactor stays in the same order of 
magnitude, such variation in 𝐾 is attributed to substantial decrease in 
vacancy migration energy under tension. Experimental results in Fig. 2
demonstrate over 4 orders of magnitude increase in degradation rate, 
which can be explained by more modest strain variation in range of -1 
to 1%.

Thus, we can conclude that the Cu/W nano-multilayer degradation 
process is controlled by two processes acting together: supersaturated 
W vacancy segregation to the Cu/W interfaces and W interfacial diffu-
sion. The difference in microstructure between compressive and tensile 
stress NMLs is reported also to affect the NML to NC transition [18] and 
thus final degradation rate and activation energy. Further processes of 
grain boundary wetting and grooving must be investigated by means 
of large-scale atomistic simulations and phenomenological modeling to 
gain complete understanding of the process, and is a matter of follow-
up work. Our work increases the piling stack of evidence suggesting 
that in NMLs made of two metals with large differences in melting 
points, the degradation process is controlled by the diffusion of more 
refractory metal [31]. All these insights on the degradation kinetics of 
metallic NMLs in relation with the internal stress are highly relevant 
for controlling and understanding the microstructure modification in 
multilayers aiming to tailor nanocomposite properties for specific appli-
cations, adding one more control dimension, i.e., in-plane strain. Other 
control variables are the annealing temperature, the concentration of 
non-equilibrium W vacancies, and W layer thickness defining the effec-
tive diffusion length of such vacancies to the Cu/W interfaces.
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